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Decades of software testing experience condensed into the most important lessons learned.  The

world's leading software testing experts lend you their wisdom and years of experience to help you

avoid the most common mistakes in testing software. Each lesson is an assertion related to

software testing, followed by an explanation or example that shows you the how, when, and why of

the testing lesson. More than just tips, tricks, and pitfalls to avoid, Lessons Learned in Software

Testing speeds you through the critical testing phase of the software development project without

the extensive trial and error it normally takes to do so. The ultimate resource for software testers

and developers at every level of expertise, this guidebook features: * Over 200 lessons gleaned

from over 30 years of combined testing experience * Tips, tricks, and common pitfalls to avoid by

simply reading the book rather than finding out the hard way * Lessons for all key topic areas,

including test design, test management, testing strategies, and bug reporting * Explanations and

examples of each testing trouble spot help illustrate each lesson's assertion
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This book contains 293 "Lessons". Each seems to be meant for people with certain experiences

and certain problems; some very broadly defined, others more tightly. So, how do I grade 293

lessons? One way would be to average them, another to pick on the worst (from my point of view). I

choose to pick out the ones that hit me the hardest; the best from my point of view.I've been a

developer, a tester, a test manager, and am now a grad student studying testing with Dr. Kaner.



This book was the proximate cause of the last. If I had had this book a couple of years ago, I believe

I would have done a much better job as test manager, and my project would have succeeded better

with our customer. This is the second best book on testing that I've ever read.By the time I saw

Lesson 31, I had already learned it the hard way. "A Requirement is a quality or condition that

matters to someone who matters." It doesn't matter what the requirements document says; you

ignore the opinion of someone who matters at your peril. I did.Lesson 57: "Make your bug report an

effective sales tool." My bug reports developed a pretty good reputation with most of the developers,

so I quit paying as much attention to putting convincing arguments in them. Then, we got some new

senior developers. I was back at square one without quite realizing how I got there. Don't do

that.Lesson 235: "Staff the testing team with diverse backgrounds." When I became test manager, I

looked for people like me: computer science degree with developer experience. Well, such people

don't work as testers, especially for the location and money we offered. I first hired a young woman

with Army training. Later, I figured out how lucky I had been; she was one of the two best testers

who worked for me.
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